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Radial and isoradial thermal structure of the intra-cluster 
medium from hydrodynamical N-body simulations of 

galaxy clusters

● Thermal structure of the Intra-Cluster Medium (ICM): 
from X-ray observations to ICM physics

● How can we measure and quantify this structure?

– A new detection approach: the isoradial analysis
● Application to a sample of hydrodynamical N-body 

simulations of clusters



  

Thermal structure of the ICM: 
from X-ray observations..

ICM thermal structure of a flux limited cluster 
sample observed with XMM-Newton 

(Bourdin & Mazzotta, 08)

Relaxed 
clusters

Merging 
clusters

Isoradial analysis:
gas 3-d structure and

DM mass measurements

● Thermal structure

– Detected on both major 
merger and regular clusters

– Marginal effect on the 
profiles



  

Cooling
Star formation
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Star formation
Heat. conduction

● The ICM thermal structure 
depends on both:

– Structure dynamics

– ICM thermalisation processes 
(heating, cooling, interplay 
with galaxies)

● e.g., thermal conduction 
(Dolag et al., 04):

– Strongly affects the global 
thermal structure

– Marginal effect on the kT 
profiles

Thermal structure of the ICM: 
..to ICM physics



  

● From both observations and hydrodynamical simulations:

– The ICM is thermally structured

– This structure testifies to the ICM physics

– The radial analysis is relevant to investigate the 3d 
structure of the ICM (kT, Lx) and DM, but marginally 
sensitive to the 2d thermal structure

● Questions:

– Can we measure and quantify the ICM thermal 
structure?

– Can we use this structure to constrain models from the 
observation?

– What about coupling radial and 2d analysis?



  

Isoradial ICM thermal structure: 
analysis scheme
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● Analysing the 2d 
temperature signal 
within annuli

● Quantifying the isoradial 
structure through wavelet 
coefficients

– Structure energy

– Signed contribution to 
average temperature



  

● Radial and dyadic sampling (r
500

)

● Direct analysis:
Spatially resolved spectroscopy

max(L(kT)) ==> kT (s,r,)

● Dual wavelet analysis: 
Shift-invariant (“ a-trous” ) 
Haar wavelet analysis

==> w
H
(s,r,)

● Hard thresholding (3 )

Isoradial ICM thermal structure: 
X-ray data analysis

L kT =∏e
p e ,kT 



  

kT

Adiabatic ICM

Cooling
Star formation

Cooling
Star formation
Heat. conduction

7.1 keV 7.4 keV 7.7 keV 9.0 keV 9.4 keV

z=0.06 z=0.06 z=0.08 z=0.08 z=0.06

An SPH simulated cluster sample
(Dolag et al., 04)



  

EPIC XMM-Newton mock 
observations

(XMAS2; Rasia et al., 08, 
Bourdin, Sauvageot et al., 04)

● Simulated particles (x
i
,m

i
,

i
)

● Photon flux Fd(projected spectra)

– Source redshift + Nh absorption + CXB

– Source photon counts, p
X
=P(F)

● X-ray tracing across XMM-Newton 
instruments

– Filter absorption

– Mirror cross section + eff. Area + PSF

– CCD geometry + response + QE

– False detections (e.g. particles)

● ==> observed events c
X
(k,l,e)
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Results (1): SPH simulation

Adiabatic ICM

<KT> profiles

Structure energy

Structure amplitude
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Adiabatic ICM

<KT> profiles

Structure energy

Structure amplitude

Results (2): SPH simulation with 
overcooling peaks suppressed



  

● From results obtained on a sample of hydrodynamical N-body 
simulations of clusters in cosmological context:

– We measure and quantify the ICM isoradial thermal structure from 
wavelet analysis;

– This estimate enables us to compare simulations  including 
different physics and constrain observations  from simulations; 
possibly to link 3d structure with 2d thermal structure thanks to the 
use of a scaled frame related to the cluster size and structure;

– We will apply it to simulated and real cluster samples;
● Caveats:

– Driven by the geometry of gas brightness, the structure analysis is 
performed within radial bins of variable width; 
==> features detected at various radii cannot be easily compared. 

Conclusions


